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1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 The Councils of Corby, East Northamptonshire, Kettering and Wellingborough, 
together with Northamptonshire County Council, are working through a joint planning 
unit to create a ‘North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy’. A separate urban 
extensions study has been published that looks at sustainable directions for growth 
on the periphery of the towns of Corby, Kettering and Wellingborough. This provides 
a broad indication of the scale of development that it might be possible to 
accommodate within each urban extension. This document will look at the urban 
areas found in the three Towns area in East Northamptonshire, covering Rushden, 
Higham Ferrers and Irthlingborough, using broadly the same methodology. This work 
will then go forward to inform the area plan documents for the three towns. 

 
2.0 Planning Context 
 
2.1 Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG9, March 2001) identified the 

Milton Keynes and South-Midlands area as one of four potential growth areas in the 
wider South East. Subsequently, the Milton Keynes and South Midlands Study 
(MKSM Study), published in September 2002, concluded that the area had 
considerable potential for sustainable growth over the next 30 years that would be of 
benefit both locally and nationally. 

 
2.2 Consultants were appointed in 2004 to undertake a Growth Area Assessment for 

East Northamptonshire. This involved an examination of the overall level of growth 
that could be accommodated to 2021; an appraisal of the physical, social and 
economic issues likely to affect and constrain options for growth; and an assessment 
of the implications for physical and social infrastructure and services. The Growth 
Area Assessments can be found on the Councils website. 
 

3.0 The Study Area 
 
3.1  A buffer was drawn around each of the towns. This buffer was 1km in width, this was 

reduced compared to that of the North Northamptonshire ‘Growth’ towns study, which 
used a 2 km buffer. It was reduced as the towns in East Northamptonshire are of a 
much smaller scale, therefore it was felt that 1km provided a suitable extension area 
around the existing town boundaries. Each buffer was subdivided into several sectors 
defined by topographical features. The buffers and sectors shown on the maps 
included in Appendix 1 were not intended to form definitive growth options but were 
defined in order to provide a way of assessing constraints and opportunities within 
broad directions of growth. 
 

4.0 Assessment of Sectors 
 

4.1 A colour coding system was devised to try and differentiate between the seriousness 
of the identified constraints. The use of colours and symbols avoided the temptation 
to add or score assessments, as this would imply that the different indicators were 
directly comparable and that the scores could therefore simply be added together to 
give a total that would determine the best option. The colours operated like a traffic 
light system from green (positive) through yellow and orange to red, which 
represented the potentially most significant problems and included areas of strategic 
importance such as floodplains. In general the symbols and colours across all topics 
related to the following descriptions: 
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 No constraints identified, development acceptable in principle 

- There may be constraints, but mitigation is possible 
 Significant constraints, although mitigation should be possible 
 Absolute constraints where mitigation is unlikely to be possible 

and development is probably unacceptable 
? Uncertain 

 
4.2 The decision-making criteria were not intended to cover all aspects of sustainability 

but were selected in order to draw out key differences that would enable a 
meaningful comparison to be made between sectors. It was considered that all sites 
would, for example, offer similar opportunities for people to meet their housing needs.  
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5.0 Rushden 

  
The following assessment relates to sectors in Rushden and should be read in 
conjunction with the various maps included within the appendices. Sectors 5 and 6 
were drawn for completeness, however they are located outside of the district or 
county, therefore little information was available to assess the areas and East 
Northamptonshire Council is not the relevant planning authority. Sector one has a 
small portion of land within the administrative boundary of East Northamptonshire, 
therefore assessments have been made only on the area within the boundary line. 
 
Accessibility to Services/Facilities 
All areas, except area 7, have bad access to school sites, areas 2 and 3 have better 
access to sport facilities and recreation grounds. All sectors are some distance from 
the defined shopping area. Sector 7 has good accessibility to a wide range of 
services and facilities.  
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Accessibility to Employment Sites 
Areas 1 and 2 are the opposite side of town to the major business parks and also 
some way from employment opportunities in the town centre. Area 3 is located 
nearby to a new employment site that has recently been developed and also closer 
to the town centre. Area 4 and 7 are well located adjacent to several established 
business parks offering a wide range of employment opportunities. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Accessibility to Public Transport 
Sectors 1 and 2 are located near to an inter urban bus route which travels between 
Kettering and Bedford. There are also several more local bus routes that can be 
accessed in each sector other than sector 4 which has no public transport facilities. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
 
 
Health 
Sector 4 may contain notifiable installations in the form of a pipeline running through 
the sector. Sectors 2, 3, 4 and 7 include a sport or recreational facility, therefore 
development would have to avoid these areas. Sector one contains no sporting or 
recreational land that could be affected by development. 
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Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
 
Community 
Sector 3 is located next to one of the top five deprived super output areas in the 
district, according to the indices of multiple deprivation. Development may offer 
improvements by integrating with surrounding areas and promoting facilities for the 
existing population. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Liveability 
Sector 1 is the only sector that doesn’t have a major road in or adjoining the sector. 
None of the sites would be affected by a known source of unpleasant odour. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Biodiversity 
Sector 4 and 7 both contain a wildlife site to and are adjacent to or contain a SSSI. 
The other sectors have no known biodiversity issues. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Landscape 
The main landscape constraint in sector 3 is the location of the bypass, any 
development to the east would adversely impact upon the character of the landscape 
and the town. Sector 4 contains an area of floodplain and the River Nene, therefore, 
development here may affect the floodplain landscape. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Coalescence 
Development in Sector 1 would decrease the gap between Rushden and the village 
of Wymington, which is outside of the district but is still a key consideration. 
Development in Sector 3 would reduce the degree of separation between Rushden 
and Higham. 
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Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Cultural Heritage 
No sectors adjacent to Rushden are known to contain an area of historical, 
archaeological, geological or cultural heritage. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Water Conservation and Management 
Sector 4 and 7 contain land that is at risk from flooding. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Soil and Land 
The open land in all of the sectors is classified as grade 3 with an area classified as 
grade 2 nearby to Wymington in sector 1. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Minerals 
There are no allocated minerals sites in any of the sectors. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Renewable Energy 
No known sources are identified in any of the sectors. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 
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Wealth Creation 
There are no rail stations in the towns, the nearest is in Wellingborough 11km away.  
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Town Centres 
All sectors are more than 800 metres away from the town centre, sector 3 is the 
nearest at 1km. 
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
Infrastructure (access to the highway network) 
All sectors have similar access to the road network, which gives good access to the 
national road network through the A45 and A6 and also the local network.  
 
Rank 
RUS1 - 
South 

RUS2 – 
South 
East 

RUS3 - 
East 

RUS4 - 
North 
West 

RUS5 - 
West 

RUS6 - 
South 
West 

RUS7 - 
North 

 
The following table summarises the ranking for each sustainability appraisal topic 
area. 
 

SA TOPIC Sector
:RUS1 

Sector
:RUS2

Sector
:RUS3

Sector
:RUS4

Sector
:RUS5

Sector
:RUS6 

Sector
:RUS7

 - -     
         

Accessibility 

  -    - 
Housing N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Health -       
Crime N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Community - -  -   - 
Skills N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Liveability -       
Biodiversity - - -     

- -     - Landscape 
 -  -   - 

Cultural Heritage - - - -   - 
Built Environment N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Climate Change N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Air N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Water 
Conservation & 
Management 

- - -     

- - - -   - Soil and Land 
- - - -   - 
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 - - - -   - 
Minerals - - - -   - 

Energy Use - - - -   - 
Renewable Energy - - - -   - 

Waste N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Employment N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Wealth Creation        
Town Centres        
Infrastructure        

 
 Overall sector one contains very little land available for development, the land that is 

available would reduce the distance between Rushden and Wymington, the land is 
also fairly divorced from the town centre and employment areas. 
 

 Sector two shows some capacity between the current built up area of the town and 
the A6 bypass, development on the eastern side of the bypass may have landscape 
and accessibility problems. 

 
 Sector three has minimal spare land between the built up area and the bypass, the 

land that is there acts as a buffer to the existing housing and the A6. However access 
from this sector to employment and the town centre is better than other locations.  

 
Sector four to the west of Rushden has some capacity but is located on the other 
side of the A45. Accessibility to services and public transport is currently very good. 
There are also flooding and biodiversity issues in this sector. 
 
Sector seven is predominantly a green wedge that provides a gap in the built up area 
of Rushden. It affords a link in from the lake complex and joins up with the old railway 
line in the town, this provides an excellent wildlife and open space source. 
Accessibility is good for facilities and employment areas, however there are major 
constraints with the biodiversity and flooding in the sector. 
 
The built up area of Rushden is contained within the road network and the District 
and County boundary. It is expected that the majority of growth will be contained 
within the urban boundary and use predominantly brownfield land and previous 
greenfield permissions. Consequently there is no need to identify a direction of 
growth at this stage. 
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6.0 Higham Ferrers 
 

The following assessment relates to all sectors in Higham Ferrers and should be 
read in conjunction with the various maps included within the appendices. 
 
Accessibility to Services/Facilities 
Sectors 1 and 3 have good access to most facilities and services in the town, even 
though the leisure facilities are located in Rushden they are still within the desired 
distance. Sector 2 has good access to some facilities but is further to junior and 
primary schools than the other areas, it is also further to the town centre and leisure 
facilities. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Accessibility to Employment Sites 
All areas are within 3kms of one or more of a variety of employment sites including 
the business parks located in Rushden. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Accessibility to Public Transport 
All sectors have very good access to local public transport routes as well as inter 
urban routes. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Health 
There are no known notifiable installations within any of the sectors. Each sector 
includes open space, with areas 1 and 3 containing large playing fields. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Community 
Each sector is adjacent or of a reasonable distance to a deprived area, development 
may offer improvements to residents by integrating with surrounding areas and 
providing facilities for the existing population. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Liveability 
All sectors are within 1km of an A road, with a small section in each that is within 
100m of a major road. Sector 2 is located near to the busy A6/A45 roundabout. None 
of the sites would be affected by a known source of unpleasant odour. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
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Biodiversity 
Sectors 1 and 3 contain county wildlife sites with sector 3 also containing a SSSI.  
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Landscape 
The main landscape constraint in sectors 1 and 2 is the location of the bypass, any 
development to the east would adversely impact upon the character of the landscape 
and the town. Sector 3 contains a large area of floodplain, mainly on the other side of 
the A45, development here may affect the floodplain landscape. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Coalescence 
Coalescence is an issue in all directions from Higham Ferrers, Rushden is adjacent 
to the town and therefore any development in sectors 1 and 3 would decrease the 
gap between the two towns. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Cultural Heritage 
Sectors 1 and 3 are close to the town centre which has a conservation area and 
numerous buildings of historic interest.  
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Water Conservation and Management 
Sector 3 contains land that is at risk from flooding with the River Nene. Sector 2 has 
a small area that is at risk from flooding, however this is the other side of the A6. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Soil and Land 
The open land in all of the sectors is classified as grade 3. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Minerals 
There are no allocated minerals sites in any of the sectors.  
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
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Renewable Energy 
No known sources are identified in any of the sectors. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Wealth Creation 
There are no rail stations in the town, currently the nearest is in Wellingborough at 
just over 11km away.  
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Town Centres 
Sector 1 is 400m from the town centre, Sector 2 is slightly further and sector 3 has 
poor access to the centre of town ???. 
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
Infrastructure (access to the highway network) 
All sectors have similar access to the road network, which gives good access to the 
national road network and also the local network.  
 
Rank 
HF1 - East HF2 – North East HF3 - West 
 
The following table summarises the ranking for each sustainability appraisal topic 
area. 
 

SA TOPIC Sector: 
HF1 
South 
East 

Sector: 
HF2 
North 
East 

Sector: 
HF3 
West 

 -  
   

Accessibility 

   
Housing N/A N/A N/A 

Health    
Crime N/A N/A N/A 

Community    
Skills N/A N/A N/A 

Liveability - - - 
Biodiversity   -  

   Landscape  
   

Cultural Heritage   -  
Built Environment N/A N/A N/A 
Climate Change N/A N/A N/A 
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Air N/A N/A N/A 
Water Conservation & Management - -  

- - - 
- - - 

Soil and Land 

- - - 
Minerals - - - 
Energy Use N/A N/A N/A 

Renewable Energy - - - 
Waste N/A N/A N/A 

Employment N/A N/A N/A 

Wealth Creation     
Town Centres   - 
Infrastructure    

 
Overall sector one shows a small area of capacity that is not constrained and is 
within the A6 bypass boundary. Overall the access from this sector is good however 
the land available is at the far end of the town adjacent to the A45 roundabout.???  
Do we mean A6? 
 
Sector two has an area of capacity that is within the A6 bypass boundary. 
Accessibility to all facilities in the town is good, as well as to those in the adjacent 
town of Rushden. Isn’t this the one furthest from the town centre? 
 
Land within sector three is constrained by the floodplain on the far side of the A45, 
there is land available within the sector that is not constrained, and the sector has 
good access to services and facilities. 
 
Form this analysis all directions could accommodate growth in certain areas. The 
town of Higham Ferrers is constrained by the surrounding major roads in all available 
directions, this may become a major barrier in the future, but at present there is land 
within this boundary that could accommodate the growth anticipated up to at least 
2021. 
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7.0 Irthlingborough 

 
The following assessment relates to all sectors in Irthlingborough and should be read 
in conjunction with the various maps included within the appendices. 

 
Accessibility to Services/Facilities 
Sectors 2 and 3 have good accessibility to a range of services and facilities, sectors 
1 and 4 have reasonable access to some but not all services especially primary and 
junior school access. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Accessibility to Employment Sites 
All sectors have good access to a range of employers, including the town centre with 
a range of different employers and major employers at Nene Park. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Accessibility to Public Transport 
All sectors are served with good public transport links to local bus services as well as 
inter urban routes. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Health 
There are no known notifiable installations within any of the sectors. All sectors other 
than sector 2 contain recreational land, so any development should avoid these 
areas.  
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Community 
Each sector contains an area that is in one of the most deprived areas in East 
Northamptonshire, development may offer improvements to residents by integrating 
with surrounding areas and providing facilities for the existing population. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Liveability 
Sectors 1 and 2 contain a major road which could have noise implications; sectors 3 
and 4 only contain a small portion of land that is within 100m of a major road. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
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Biodiversity 
Sectors 1 and 4 contain land that has SSSI designation or is of county wildlife 
importance.  Sector 3 has a small area of land that is a county wildlife site. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Landscape 
Development in sectors 1 and 2 would impact on the landscape between the town of 
Irthlingborough and Crow Hill. Sector 4 contains a large area of floodplain that has 
landscape interest across the Nene valley. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Coalescence 
Development in sectors 1 and 2 would lead to diminishing the gap between 
Irthlingborough and the currently isolated Crow Hill. Sector 4 is within 1km of Higham 
Ferrers however many natural landscape features and a main road prohibit  
coalescence with the town. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Cultural Heritage 
There are no known constraints in sectors 2, 3 and 4, however sector 1 contains 2 
ancient monuments. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Water Conservation and Management 
Sectors 2 and 3 avoid land that is at risk from flooding; however in sectors 1 and 4 
the majority of the land is at risk from flooding. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Soil and Land 
The open land in all of the sectors is classified as grade 3. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Minerals 
Sector 1 contains an allocated minerals site, however this is the extreme south east 
of the sector and is divorced from the main built up area of the town.  
  
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
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Renewable Energy 
No known sources are identified in any of the sectors. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Wealth Creation 
The nearest railway and bus station is in Wellingborough around 6.5km from 
Irthlingborough. 
 
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Town Centres 
Each sector is a similar distance from the town centre, no sector is more than 750m 
away. 
    
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
Infrastructure (access to the highway network) 
All sectors have good access to the local and national road network. 
  
Rank    
IRT1 - East IRT2 - North IRT3 - West  IRT4 - South  
 
The following table summarises the ranking for each sustainability appraisal topic 
area. 
 

SA TOPIC Sector: 
IRT1 

Sector: 
IRT2 

Sector: 
IRT3 

Sector: 
IRT4 

-   - 
    

Accessibility 

    
Housing N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Health  -   
Crime N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Community     
Skills N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Liveability   - - 
Biodiversity  -   

  -  Landscape 
  -  

Cultural Heritage  - - - 
Built Environment N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Climate Change N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Air N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Water Conservation 
& Management 

 - -  

- - - - Soil and Land 
- - - - 
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 - - - - 
Minerals  - - - 

Energy Use - - - - 
Renewable Energy - - - - 

Waste N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Employment N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Wealth Creation     
Town Centres - - - - 
Infrastructure     

 
 
Sector one is constrained by land that is liable to flooding, landscape and biodiversity 
issues, accessibility to employment and to public transport is reasonable. The land 
that is not constrained would have an impact on the greenfield land between 
Irthlingborough and the settlement of Crow Hill. 
 
In sector two there is a small area of land that is adjacent to the built up area, this 
has no known constraints on it. The remaining land is on the opposite side of the A6 
to the main built up area, this would cause access problems, as well as having 
landscape implications. 
 
Within sector three there is room for expansion and there are no known major 
constraints. Accessibility for services, employment and public transport is good. 
There may be some concern with regard to the wildlife sites and any unstable land 
that may be found further south within the sector. 
 
Sector four contains land that is liable to flooding as well as there being national 
biodiversity interest in the area. Accessibility is reasonable, however the only land 
available for development is some way from the centre of the town and the facilities 
and services found there along with the schools. 
 
Overall the sector in Irthlingborough that has the least constraints is that to the west 
identified as sector three.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Appraisal Questions for Possible Directions of Town Growth in East Northamptonshire 
 
 
SA TOPIC SA OBJECTIVE DECISION MAKING CRITERIA SYMBOL 
Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone 

Accessibility to services/facilities: Development in this section would:  
• Have good accessibility to a range of existing or committed 

services and facilities  
(i.e. within  0.4km of a bus route; 
0.6km of a primary school that has capacity;  
0.8km of local shops; 
1km of a playing field/park or open space; 
1.5kms of a secondary school that has capacity;  
1km of a health centre; 
2kms of an indoor sports/leisure; 
5km to a major commercial centre) 

 

• Have good accessibility to some, though not all, of the above 
services and facilities  

- 

• Have poor accessibility to a range of services and facilities   
Accessibility to employment sites: Development in this town would have:  
• Good accessibility (within 3kms) to a range of employment 

opportunities (i.e. one or more existing or committed sites 
>5ha, which may include a town centre) 

 

• Good accessibility to limited employment opportunities (<5ha) - 
• Poor accessibility to employment  

Accessibility Enable people all to have similar 
and sufficient levels of access to 
services, facilities and 
opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Accessibility to public transport: Development in this town would:  
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• Be on an inter-urban bus route and also on a local bus route 
that serves the town centre and offers a potential regular bus 
service.  

 

• Be on either an inter-urban bus route or on a local bus route 
that serves the town centre and offers a potential regular bus 
service.    

- 

  
 

• Be neither on an inter-urban bus route nor on a local bus route 
that serves the town centre and would not offer a potential 
regular bus service.    

 

Housing Provide the opportunity for 
people to meet their housing 
needs 

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this 
objective 

N/A 

• Affect existing sporting or recreational facilities, including 
allotment land. 

 

  
 

Health Improve overall levels of physical 
and mental health, reduce the 
disparities between different 
groups and different areas • Be likely to be precluded by reason of being within the 

specified consultation zone of a notifiable installation. 
 

Crime Reduce the incidences of crime 
and the fear of crime 

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this 
objective 

N/A  

• Offer the opportunity to deliver improvements to residents in 
a deprived super output area (i.e. one of the top 5 most 
deprived ‘super output’ areas in East Northamptonshire) by 
integrating development. 

 Community Value and nurture a sense of 
belonging in a cohesive 
community whilst respecting 
diversity 

• Not close to a deprived ward. - 

Skills Assist people in gaining the skills 
to fulfil their potential and 
increase their contribution to 
society 

 All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this 
objective 

 

 

Liveability To create healthy, clean and 
pleasant environments for people 

• Be >1km from any source of noise (trunk road, railway or 
other major source of noise) 
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• Be >100m but <1km from any source of noise (as defined 
above) 

• Be unlikely to be affected by any source of unpleasant odour  

-  to enjoy living, working and 
recreating in and to protect and 
enhance residential amenity 

• Be < 100m from any source of noise  
• Be affected by any source of unpleasant odour. 

 

Effective protection of the environment – this will be carried out by NCC 
• Have no affect on any designated site or known protected 

species. 
• Whilst there may be constraints, it should be possible to 

mitigate as part of development proposals. 

- 

• Constraints identified although it may be possible for some 
development with appropriate mitigation. 

 

 

Biodiversity Maintain and enhance the 
diversity and abundance of 
species and their habitats, 
including those specifically 
protected, and create new green 
space networks for wildlife to 
flourish and people to enjoy 

• Significant constraints such that it is not considered 
appropriate for development to take place 

• Lead to permanent disturbance of known protected species 
and extensive land take of their habitat or significant impact 
on SSSIs. 

• Fragment acknowledged areas of habitat 

 

Landscape: Development in this town would: 
• Offer the opportunity to restore a degraded or despoiled 

landscape 
 

• Fit well with the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape 
and avoid being visually intrusive in the wider landscape. 

- 

Landscape Maintain and enhance the 
quality, character and local 
distinctiveness of the landscape, 
including its contribution to the 
setting and character of 
settlements 

• Be visually intrusive within the landscape although it may be 
possible for some development with appropriate mitigation. 
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• Be at complete variance with the landform, scale and pattern 
of the landscape 

• Be highly visible and extremely intrusive, destroying fine and 
valued landscapes both into and across the area 

• Cause a high quality or vulnerable landscape to be irrevocably 
changed.  

 

Coalescence: Direction of growth: 
• Includes a settlement within <1km of the existing urban area   
• Includes a settlement located between 1 and 2 kms from the 

existing urban area.   
 

  

• Does not include a settlement within 2kms of the existing 
urban area. 

- 

• Enhance a designated site   
• Have no affect on any designated site - 
• Constraints identified although it may be possible for some 

development with appropriate mitigation 
 

Cultural Heritage Protect and enhance sites, 
features and areas of historical, 
archaeological, geological and 
cultural value and their settings 

• Significant constraints such that it is not considered 
appropriate for development to take place 

 

Built Environment Maintain and enhance the quality 
and distinctiveness of the built 
environment 

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this 
objective 

N/A 

Climate Change Reduce the emissions of 
greenhouse gases and protect 
people from the effects of climate 
change 

All sites will have a negative impact and any assessment of this 
objective will not therefore assist in determining the most 
sustainable directions for growth.  

N/A 

Prudent Use of natural resources 
Air Reduce all forms of air pollution 

in the interests of local air quality 
and the integrity of the 
atmosphere 

 All sites will have a negative impact  (although some sites are 
likely to provide greater accessibility) and any assessment of this 
objective will not therefore assist in determining the most 
sustainable directions for growth. 

N/A  
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• Be located on high permeable strata   Water Quality Maintain and improve the quality 
of ground and river waters • Avoid high permeable strata - 

•   Be within an area at risk from flooding   Water 
Conservation and 
Management 

Ensure adequate water supply, 
maximise water efficiency and 
reduce the risk of flooding • Avoid areas at risk from flooding  - 

Agriculture: Development would: 
• Not affect any agricultural land  
• Lead to the loss of more than 1ha of grade 3, 4 or 5 land - 
• Lead to a loss of more than 1ha of grade 1 or 2 land.  
Brownfield land (as defined in PPG3): Development would:  
• Enable the re-use of brownfield land  
• Not involve the re-use of brownfield land - 
Unstable land: Development would: 
• Improve the condition of unstable land  

Soil and Land Maintain the resource of 
productive soil and ensure the 
efficient use of land 

• Not include the use of unstable land - 
• Not affect land allocated for mineral extraction in the 

Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan. 
- Minerals Maintain the stock of minerals 

• Affect land allocated for mineral extraction in the 
Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan. 

 

Energy Use Minimise energy consumption, 
increase energy efficiency and 
maintain the stock of non 
renewable energy sources  

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this 
objective 

N/A 

• Offer potential to use waste resources on site or in close 
proximity to produce combined heat and power to serve the 
development.   

 Renewable Energy Increase the opportunities for 
energy generation from 
renewable energy sources  

• Offer no known potential to use waste resources on site or in 
close proximity to produce combined heat and power to serve 
the development. 

- 

Waste Reduce the consumption of finite All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this N/A 
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materials and increase recycling objective 
Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment 
Employment Maintain and enhance 

employment opportunities 
matched to skills and to reduce 
the disparities arising from 
unequal access to jobs 

For the purposes of this appraisal it is assumed that any urban 
extension will include employment land and that all sites will offer 
an opportunity to assist in meeting this objective.  

N/A  

• Be within 1.5 kms of an existing or proposed railway station   Wealth Creation  Retain and enhance the factors 
which are conducive to wealth 
creation, including personal 
creativity, infrastructure and the 
local strengths and qualities that 
are attractive to visitors and 
investors 

• Be >1.5 kms of an existing or proposed railway station   

• Be within 400m of a settlement centre   
• Be within 400m to 800m of a settlement centre - 

Settlement 
Centres 

Protect and enhance the vitality 
and viability of town centres and 
market towns 

• Be more than 800m to a settlement centre  
Access to the highway network: Development in this town would: 
• Have good access without causing disruption to either the local 

or national network. 
 

• Have access to the local highway but would be distant from the 
national network. 

- 

• Have poor access, generating traffic in unsuitable locations.  
Infrastructure and services: Development in this town would: 
• Be within capacities of existing infrastructure and services   
• Be within capacities of planned and budgeted infrastructure 

and services 
- 

Infrastructure Ensure that the capacity of the 
existing infrastructure is sufficient 
to serve new development or that 
new infrastructure can be viably 
provided 

• Require new infrastructure and services which are not in any 
capital programme 
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Notes on the completion of the pro-forma  
 
Accessibility to services/facilities: 
 
• Whilst it is expected that development of a strategic scale will result in a 
high level of service provision within the area, it will also be prudent to 
maximise local choice and opportunities through access to existing facilities 
and services. Identifying existing uses within close proximity to urban 
extensions will have a positive impact on this maximisation process. 
Consequently, several key facilities and services have been identified as 
being representative of the main activities that residents will need access to 
when striving to achieve a mixed use, sustainable development pattern. The 
accessibility thresholds proposed in the pro-forma are based upon standards 
that all new dwellings in urban areas should achieve as set out in ‘Sustainable 
Settlements. A Guide for Planners, Designers and Developers’ - Hugh Barton, 
Geoff Davis and Richard Guise – UWE/LGMB (1995).  
• Pending greater understanding of the potential land area that could be 
developed, it is not possible to be clear as to whether or not all dwellings 
within a given sector will meet the accessibility standards set out in the 
decision making criteria column. In the initial phase the distance to existing 
services, facilities and jobs has therefore been measured by drawing a 
straight line from the centre of the existing urban edge of the sector to the 
location of the school, health centre etc. Whilst this will not accurately 
determine compliance with the standards, it will enable sites to be compared 
with each other.  
• The distance between the centre of the existing urban edge of the sector 
and the various facilities is recorded in the comments column. 
• Accessibility to fee-paying schools is not included. 
• In measuring access to indoor sports facilities, private health clubs are 
included.  
• Sites are ranked as neutral (-) if they have good access to two or more 
(though not all) facilities.  
  
Accessibility to employment sites: 
 
• The distance between the centre of the existing urban edge of the sector 
and the centre of employment areas is recorded in the comments column. 
• For the purposes of completing the pro-forma an employment area >5ha 
is regarded as providing a range of employment opportunities. 
 
Accessibility to public transport: 
• An inter-urban bus route is one that takes a reasonably direct route 
between towns. For example, the X4 route between Milton Keynes and 
Peterborough. 
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Sectors  
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